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$1.00 off shampoo and cut
$2.00 off shampoo, cut, and blowdry
$5.00 off body wave
MON.-WED.—11 a.m.-l a.m.
THURS.-FRI.—11 a.m.-2:30 a.m
SATURDAY—1 p.m.-l a.m.
SUNDAY—1 p.m.-l 1 p.m.
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Relaxed Atmosphere
Lights dim at 8 p.m.
Every Night
50C DRAFT

Features Coming:
"And Friends" from Irmo, S.C.
Live Entertainment
March 30 & 31
9 p.m.-2 a.m.
—No Cover Charge—

FAMILY HAIRSTYLIIMG
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Special prices for children under 12
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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108 College Ave. next door to Mr. Knickerbocker's
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LETTERS
Butt wiper

Way to go

Downer

I would like to applaud the
in-depth journalism of the
Buzzard. I cannot believe at
what lengths your writers
went in order to gain information on the Leftbeyond crisis,
the photographs were some of
the best I've seen in a long
time, even better than when
they were printed in the
Anderson Impedement. I just
wish all newspapers would
carry out the fine journalistic
tradition of the Buzzard.
A. P. Ripper
Newark, Jersey

I would like to express my
views on the tramps who ride
the teeter-totters in the Union
Plaza. Don't they realize the
effect they have on men as
their luscious bodies bounce
up and down, up and down,
and up and down, and, oh, I
don't think I can take too
much of it. Oh, excuse me. I
find their provocative "please
give" calls more than a mortal man can take. They are
only satisfying their simple
animalistic urges when they
allow the board to touch the
ground, sending Shockwaves
through their thighs. Who
knows where the board has
been. By the end of the
marathon, the board has been
between so many legs, it's
hard to tell whose warm spot
is whose. I hope the administration does something
soon, as I don't know how
much longer I can contain
myself.
Complaint A. Day
Somewhere, Else

Applause
Keep up the good work. The
feature on Granada kept me
on the edge of my seat. Ill
never let my Buzzard subscription lapse. Think of what
I'd miss.
I. M. Comatose
Dreggs, Arkansas

Wimps

LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW FROM A
COURSE OR THE UNIVERSITY
WITHOUT RECEIVING FINAL GRADES
FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1984, IS THE LAST
DAY FOR WITHDRAWAL FROM A
COURSE OR THE UNIVERSITY WITHOUT
RECEIVING FINAL GRADES
TO WITHDRAW FROM A COURSE,
A STUDENT MUST:
PICK UP A COURSE WITHDRAWAL FORM FROM THE
STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE, 104 SIKES HALL;
SECURE THE SIGNATURE OF THE ACADEMIC
ADVISOR AND THE COURSE INSTRUCTOR;
RETURN THE COURSE WITHDRAWAL FORM
TO THE STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE
NO LATER THAN 4:30 P.M. FRIDAY,
MARCH 16, 1984.

The guys in Johnstone who
yell insults at girls as they
walk by should go into a corner and masturbate themselves to death!
These wimps have the
nerve to lay out on the ledge,
or shout from their windows
at unsuspecting females.
The problem with these
young perverts is that they
are probably too hard up and
can't get a girl or anything
else with a hole in it, and from
the looks of some of those
guys, they should be yelling
at their mothers for deciding
not to have the abortion.
Sincerely,
I dona Needitt

I've been reading The Buzzard now for the past three
years and never have I seen
such a slack newspaper in all
my life. Every time the paper
comes out, it is full of stories
dealing with sex, violence,
nudity, and strong sexual
content. This story matter
mekes me want to cancel my
young daughter's subscription.
Other times, The Buzzard
never even comes out at all.
This lack of commitment
wants to make me puke, ugh!
Without The Buzzard on the
toilet each week, I'll never be
able to let it all out and relieve
all my built up pressures.
Even when you do publish, it
doesn't help me on the toilet
much.
However, this fine piece of
journalism has it uses such as
to wipe my butt with.

Hopefully,
Heapshit Fullerman

Shoot off
Hair bared
I don't see how a university
this size can allow men to
openly display their chests as
they do on the ledges of
Johnstone. The human body
is a beautiful thing, but I feel
it borders on pornography
when a man's bare nipple is
exposed to the chilling winds
of early March. When will the
University realize my rights
are being violated with every
step I take?
Complaint A. Day
Somewhere, Else

I'm glad you finally voiced
the opinion of many of us
rabid Americans when you
said the only solution to nonAmerican aggression is to
nuke the malcontents. I myself find it hard to believe that
we have these weapons, yet
are not as willing to use them
as quickly as yourselves. It
just goes to show why the
people who are writing, are
the people who are writing.

Mrs. Bill
9^ F;r^S OWV Aboq*
^he Ip*y VAouse

TO WITHDRAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY,
A STUDENT MUST:
PICK UP A WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY
FORM FROM THE STUDENT SERVICES OFFICE,
MELL HALL, AND COMPLETE THE INDICATED
PROCESS NO LATER THAN 4:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1984.
NOTE: MANY SCHOLARSHIP, LOAN, AND GRANT
PROGRAMS REQUIRE THAT THE STUDENT
MAINTAINS FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT. FOR
UNDERGRADUA TES THIS MEANS A
MINIMUM OF 12 SEMESTER HOURS.

■

Lloyd Blankbrain
Landfill, Utah

laink Coward...
the legend lives
Some Clemmons Mooniversity people call him "coach"; some Mooniversity people call him "the legend";
some people—not necessarily Mooniversity people—call him "sugar daddy";
but when the lootball field needed a
name, those weren't appropriate—
laink Coward sounded much better.
Iaink Coward is one hell of an oldtimer at Clemmons Mooniversity—he
tried playing lootball in 1896, but
after breaking both arms and legs and
having a terrible case of heartburn, he
quit. He then was asked to coach the
lootball team. According to reports
from a friend of a close friend, he begged for days on broken arms and legs.
Finally he got his wish and coached
the team for a few years.
The highest Coward ever climbed
on the jock ladder was when he took
over the position of Athletic Protector. According to rumors, the previous Athletic Portector was found
dead behind Sloan Street Clap Room.
The only evidence that could
be found was a wad of spewing tobacco
lying beside the body.
—Why do you think Clemmons
Mooniversity people call you "the
ledgend?"
I shore as hell hope they wasn't
lying to me, but they said something
about me never dying, and they's
probably right. Some time ago, they's
saying they'd "hired a cired," but
that was just cause my last name,
which, you know is Coward. Then
they started saying stuff that made
me sorta proud. They said that I's the
only one here who'd be 'round long
enough to ever thank about being
legend material. Then, there is one
other story I heard—I'm always hearing stories—that I never paid much
attention to. They said something
about a Sleepy Hollow. Seems like ti
was a book or something; but course I
never read it; course I never read an-

(thing;

course I never learned how to

read.
—How were you as a student?
Back when I was at the
moonivesity as a student, I didn't
have a whole lot of time to read. I was
always busy with more important
things like women and horsebuggies.
Why, I could tell you a story about
women that would set your eyeballs
to spinning. Well, I believe I'll tell it
to ya since you insist. We used to git
in those buggies and race down the
road. The one who won got the girl.
Usually there was just one who would
be in the mood, so that's why we
always had to have those damn races.
I'd just give my old bitch horses
spewing tobacco, and they'd run like
hell. Anyway, getting back to your
original question. I'm really just an
old son of a bitch with nothing better
to do than to hang around. Anyway,
they probably don't have lootball and
stuff in the other life.
—Where you a good coach?
Hell, no, I wasn't a good coach,
but I shore could tell some good jokes
that'd just put you panties in a wad.
That's really 'bout all I did. We never
did do shit as a lootball team, but we
could kick some ass off the field. One
time that really sticks out in my mind
is the time that I spread the rumor
that the center and the quarterback
were queers. I was just kidding, but
by the time word got to them—I believe the quarterback was Henslay
McTellundifferent and the center was
Ball Axeley—they were mad as hell
and couldn't figure out where it got
started from. They thought it was
some dawgs who lived in Georgia; so
what'd they do? They got the team
together after the game and went
down there and just beat the plum,
living shit out of those guys. If my
memory serves me right, Ball didn't

do any of the fighting, he just listened
to orders from Henslay. Henslay got
his lustees to do the fighting for him.
To this day I don't know how he talks
them into doing what he wants, but
they shore as hell took a licking for
him. He just came out smelling like a
rose. Anyway, getting back to your
original question. I won a game one
time, and I guess that should qualify
me as a good coach. Course I had to
pay the other team to lose, but
McTellumdifferent told me that he
didn't care how I won, so long as I
won so's he and his buddies could
celebrate after the game.

within five miles that I'd never do it
again, and I didn't—at least not until
my broken arms and legs healed.
—Which spurt do you prefer?
Well, I guess I'd have to say
bustedball. Let me tell you a little
story about that. When I was athletic
protector and lootball coach, we never
did win. But we also never played
worth a shit. Ill Loster will get out
there with his bustedball team and
make those guys work their asses off
until the last few minutes before he'd
tell them to give up. I admire his
courage. I mean, there's not many
people out there who'd have the
courage to make a team work like hell
and then lose. Why any person in
their right mind would just do like we
did and lose, but have fun. I tried to
get him to let Head Blindit take my
old plow out there and just plow the
hell out of the floor. He just said
something about Head plowing up his
own feet and then brushed the subject
off.

—Why did you come to Clemmons
Mooniversity in the first place?
Well, let me tell you a little story of
mine about why I decided to come
here. Most all the other schools made
you have to be smart and I couldn't
do any studying, so I was just going
to not go to school Then some people
from Clemmons spotted me on the
farm. They saw me plowing down the
field and they said, "Shit, if you can
plow this field, you can plow down our —Do you have any other favorite
field." The only difference that I spurts?
Another one of my favorite
could tell from what they said was
spurts
is Busball. I like to see how
they I'd have to plow down lootball
many
people
can get hit in one game.
people. So, when I got up here, we'd
start the game, and then I'd come out Let me tell you this little story. One
on the field with my horses and plow. time this one players got hit in the
We'd always plan it when our team face two times while he was trying to
was taking a time-out. That way they swing that darned old pole at that
wouldn't be on the field. Shit, I musta ball. One guy in the fans hollered out
plowed down hundreds of the other there, "One more strike on you pitteams' players before me; and our cher, and you're out." I looked over at
whole taem would get thrown out of him and said, "I believe it's the batter
the game. We kept doing it because who's gonna be out—out cold." I got
we figured that sooner or later they to watch this guy get hit in the . . .
wouldn't throw us out. Hell, I knew it well, you know where I'm talking
would never work, but they wouldn't about—I'd rather not say it in front of
listen to me. Finally one time when I a female. Anyway, that guy got to go
was plowing down some chickens that to the base free. Course he had to
was running from me, I fell off the crawl to get there. By the way, if my
seat during all the comotion. After memory serves me right, I heard a
that I swore to myself and everybody good joke at that game. We were talk-

"/ shore could tell some
good jokes that'd just put
your panties In a wad."

QUINCYS
Hourly Employees
Spartan Food Systems, Inc.,
owner-operator of Quincy's
Family Steak Houses is looking
for a few hourly people to join our
growing team in the Myrtle Beach
units for the summer.
QUINCYS MEANS QUALITY IN
PRODUCTS AND PEOPLE
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE

IF YOU
—Have Integrity?
—Give 100% on the job?
—Have punctual attendance?
—Work well with others?
—Display interest and loyalty?
—Take pride in making customers satisfied?

INCLUDE:
—Servers
—Frontline
—Salad Bar
—Cooks
—Meatcutters
—Utility

—Have high physical energy?

If you have these traits, and you can start May 30,1984, thru Sept. 9,you may just
be the person we're looking for. Just stop by your Job Placement Office or Contact:
Mickey Gist or Phil Bahakel, at 803-579-1220.
An equal opportunity employer

Greenville-Columbia-Clemson Areas. Solicit
advertisements from community businesses.
Large income potential—up to $10,000 per
year. No risk, No capital investment. Set
your own schedule. Send resume and sales
qualifications to High Visibility Ads, Inc.,
P.O. Box 553, Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina,
29464. Interviews will be held in Clemson
the weekend of April 7, 1984.

NOW PLAYING
IN CLEMSON:
OVER
500 MOVIES
Rent the feature movies you want to see.
And see them when you want to.
Take your pick from over 500 titles - the latest hits and
the greatest classics. Movies like Raiders of the Lost Ark...
Flashdance... Breathless... Porky's... The Dark Crystal... Stroker
Ace... Gandhi... Dr. Detroit... Risky Business... Blue Thunder.
Come on in and browse. And ask us about all the movie club benefits.

I

Rates for
Non-Members*
1st Movie S7
2nd Movie 95
3rd Movie S3
•Plus Deposit

^

THE SEAGE DOOR
MOVIESTORE

,

r
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©Robinor Inc.ft

fev

A COMPLETE SELECTION
OF STAEDTLER/MARS
DRAFTING PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK
PARALLEL BARS
■&

DRAWING COVERS
YOUR OFF-CAMPUS WAY
TO SAVE MONEY
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
VICTORIA SQUARE • 654-6396

Technology's
Leading Edge
Be a science or engineering officer in the Air Force. If you
have a science or engineering
degree, maybe you can qualify
to join our dynamic team. See
an Air Force recruiter today.
TSGT BEN HAYDEN
CALL COLLECT
803-359-0655 • 803-359-7685

:

^

Next to Winn-Dixie at Lakeview P1a*a in Clemson

654-6567
VCR RENTALS. TOOI

Register each week for free movies. Mo purchase necessary.

^
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—Why do you tell so many stories
and jokes?
When you get to be my age,
there's not much else you can do
anymore, if you know what I mean.
When I was younger there wasn't
much else I wanted to do. Well, there
was a couple of things I'd prefer to
do, and I did those when I won the
horse race or got lucky, if you know
what I mean. Back then there wasn't
things like porno movies and stuff, so
I'd just tell a few dirty jokes, and
everybody would get the picture, if

CLEMSON OFFICE
PRODUCTS, INC.

SALES OPPORTUNITYFRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES

Rates for Stage Door
Movie Club Members
1st Movie $5
2nd Movie S5
3rd Movie FREE

••*«

ing about the different sizes fo bats
and this guy said, "What's white and
12 inches long?" I looked at him and
said, "Nothing that I can think of."
Once I realized what I had said, we
chuckled for a whole inning. Anyway,
back to your question. My most
favorite spurt in the world is chasing
women; but they think I get to talking too dirty, so they won't much fool
with me anymore.

AW.& i

mniRigi^

trAii get
rrr\4- it.
l+■ Plus
'Dine when
«rKon you
17011 can't
,
you
read
or write, you got to do something. So
I prefer to talk and that's just what I
do—I talk about anything and everything. It just so happens that
sometimes it all comes out funny.

—Why are we on probation?
Well, it all started years ago
when players had to walk to get
places. Now, that wasn't fair at all. So
everybody started giving them rides.
Then, they started giving the players
cars so they wouldn't have to keep
giving them rides. It wasn't that they
wanted to do something wrong, but
do you know that a pain in the ass it
is to drive 100 athletes all over the
place? Then we also had trouble getting the players we wanted. I don't
know why they wouldn't come here
on their own. Oh yes, I do know why.
It's because other schools was giving
them money to go to them places, so
we were just keeping up with the
Joneses and the Crumbs and the
Doodley's. Let me tell you a little
story. One time not to long ago, some
players tried to be sneaky and get
some money out of us without playing lootball for us. Now, you tell me.
Should we have let them take our
money and not get the shit beat out of
them a time or two to earn it? Course
we should have gotten our money out
of them. We tried beating it out of
them, but that didn't work, and they
got real mad and acted like babies and
told on us. Then, everybody started
getting mad at us.We told the NCAA
(Never Cheat Again Authorities) that
we would release them from their
word if they'd just give us the money
back so we could give it to someone
else, but they wouldn't make them
give the money back. Course, after
that all hell broke lose, and we ended
up losing more and more money.
—So where did we get the money for a
new deck to our lootball field?
You'd have to ask McTellumdifferent about that one. But I can tell
you what I've heard through the
grapevine. See, a few years back
McTellumdifferent told Axeley to
make the students pay a wad of money
so we could put it aside for the deck. I
have already told you how Axeley
listens to everything McTellumdiffernt says, so course he listened that
time, too. He made the students pay
$50 each, only he didn't tell them that
it was for McTellumdifferent. That's
why we had to wait a few years before
spending all of it. The rest of the
money we just took out of the nine
colleges, mostly from the liberal arts
like English and French and Spanish
and history. Hell, we don't need those
damn courses anyway. If somebody
wants to know history, tell them to
see me; if they want to know another
language, tell them to go to that country; and if they want to know English
(I can't figure out what the hell they'd
want to know English for) tell them to
come to the games and that head
cheerleader Whores Ravus will teach
them all kinds o vocabulary. What he
doesn't know, Fanny Cadillac does or
even some of the fans.

CAMPUS AFFAIRS

After the English faction blew up Jerkey, all that was left was a hole.

My Clemmons
Land of dreams
^SJlemmons Mooniversity. Land of dreams. Land of my dreams. Land
■^3°f athletic dreams. Until. Until civil war broke out, and the cold,
I hard facts of academic war became reality.
The characters are as diverse as Shakespearean actors, the methods as
complex as any modern war machine, and the damage is as extensive as por-"
nography. In three short months, the English department faction of the liberal
arts army has brought devastation after devastation upon the athletic department forces led by Bill McTellthemdifferent.

BY CAVEMAN TIMEWARP
I met up with the leaders of each group during a lull in the fighting. The
athletic forces had taken a heavy beating, having already been beaten by
NCAA forces three years earlier, and were still reeling from sanctions imposed
by the ACC during the same year.
The English forces were not faring too much better, thanks to a lack of
top-ranking manpower, and an even greater lack of funds. Their leader is a
wizened old man known affectionately as the old maid of the tower, Phooie
O 'Henry, a man loved by many, but hated by a few. A very vocal few.

Ihe destruction started quite dramatically when an English faction
(suicide driver drove a car loaded with dynamite and propaganda
lleaflets through the security gates of the Jerkey Athletic Complex,
and into the building itself, killing several Alleycats, and wounding 27
secretaries and 108 assistant information directors, the cogs of the athletic
propaganda machine.
- Several reasons were given for the ease at which the driver was able to
penetrate the security of the building. The most probable is that the car was
cleverly disguised as a pizza delivery car, and bore an IPAY Barricade Parking
Permit. The guard, mistaking it for a genuine delivery vehicle, was unable to
raise the gate in time to prevent the driver from making kindling of it.
"Well, hell," said the Blowes Security officer, "they all drive that way.
How was I supposed to know it carried TNT and not heartburn?"
It was obvious the English forces meant business. And they weren't
fighting fair.
The athletic department retaliated by destroying the outdoor theatre, a
seldom-used, but oft-revered symbol of academic unity. Using ammunition
supplied by alumni contribution, the athletic forces succeeded in leveling the
theatre in a matter of minutes. They wanted revenge. And they would have it.
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TIMEWARP
amet with O'Henry in his ivory
»wer office, following the attack
n the outdoor theatre. Most of
his colleagues had long gone home.
His door was open. He feared no one.
"It was most unfortunate," he said,
"that so many had to die in the bombing incident. But we are fighting for
what's right."
He sipped on strong, black, day-old
coffee before continuing.
"We have to remember what they've

done to the fatherland. It used to be
ours, but they've tried to take it
away. If they step outside of the lines,
well, I'm afraid I'll have to hit them."
But talk soon turned to his dogs,
"Mattie is such a bitch," and his
mother, "She still goes to baseball
games." He was obviously a man of
many obsessions, unlike Boy Bill.
"Money, that is the heart of it,"
said Bill, as I talked to him in the
ramshackle headquarters of the

athletic liberation front. "We have it, Clemmons.
■ wut somewhere, in all this insanity,
they want it."
He outlined what he considered his I pyvas a man who was trying to bring
major objectives in life—"total ■■both factions together.
He was Ball Axley, a man of vision.
domination" in career—"total
domination" in love—total domina- He tried an athletic council, "Go to
tion. But also money. Money, money, hell," was Boy Bill's reply. He'd tried
to build a performing arts center.
money.
"See that deck," he said, pointing "Spineless move," was O'Henry's
to the new upper stadium, "I built it. reply. Finally, he tried to bargain.
"What I'd like is for all of us to
It's mine. And soon, all this will be
mine," he said, pointing to all of work as a family, a big happy family.
That's right, one without an axe to
grind or a chip on its shoulder, except
maybe one for the outsiders, who
don't know about us, who don't care
about what we stand for, who make
us have to cut budgets with a carving
knife, while at the same time asking
us to lower pay, which we can't do
because we're already the lowest in
the state, although some make more,
and I'm sure some make less, although I think some make more than
those making less, or what I should
say is that, well, I can't remember,
because I didn't write this speech and
I think I hear my wife calling so if
you'll excuse me, I'm out of my office
for the day, talk to Mr. Axwell, thank
you."
So I ended my merry little trip in
the heart of controversy. Neither side
giving an inch. But the bright spot on
the horizon is 900,000,000 mustardgas-filled balloons (though some
would say only 200,000,000), rising
above it all. What a land.
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SAME DAY
COLOR PRINTS

IN BY 12
OUT BY 5
MON.-FRI.

CAMPUS CAMERA
C1983 Adolph Coots Company Golden. Colorado 60401 ■ Brewer of Fine Quality Beere Since 1873

i oUeee Plate Mall

Clrmson, SC

654-6900

Chancey drops brown baby Turdman
by We Didn't Want You
To Know Anyway
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The Buzzard staff would like to express its congratulations to Sperm
and Chancey Turdman for the birth of
the first aquatic baby in South
Carolina.
The unexpected addition to the
Turdman family was born when the
Turdmans came to Clemson to introduce Really Painful, a speaker for
the Turdman Institute's Natural
Childbirth Awareness Seminar.
According to Mrs. Turdman, she
was seated with the other distinguished

officials on the Titman Auditorium
stage when she began to feel like
working. "I went into labor right
there on the stage," she said.
When she realized she was in labor,
Mrs. Turdman tapped her husband
and the two went behind the stage to
talk about the situation.
"Now, Sperm, I can't very well go
to the whorspital to deliver with the
Natural Childbirth Awareness
Seminar going on on stage," she said.
"Well, you just go to the bathroom
and wait while I go get Really Painful
out here to give her advice," Turdman
said.

While the audience was entertained
by a song-and-dance routine by
Whorass Phlegm (of "What's green
at the Turdman Institute?" fame),
Really Painful gave the Turdmans
her advice in the wings.
"In this situation," she said, "an
aquatic birth is the only feasible
choice, Chancey. Drop 'em and sh. ..,
I mean sit."
It was a rough birth, according to
Painful, "But everything came out all
right."
When the "proud father" saw the
new Turdman, he said, "Oh, no,
Chancey! It's a nigra! We've got to

hide this scandal."
But Painful saw her opportunity to
advocate natural childbirth. While
fishing out the sex-pound Turdman
with a clothes hanger, the Turdmans
decided to name the child Dookey S.
Turdman.
After clearing Phlegm from the
stage, Painful told of the recent happenings. "Chancey has just laid the
first aquatic baby in South Carolina,"
she said.
"Well, now that you've told it,"
Turdman said, "I might as well tell
you that we're calling him Dookey S.
Turdman and Doo Doo for short."
■■ •

Munster rejects propositions
by Ida Wanta

rip in
r side
>oton
stardsome
rising
Starts Friday!
Shows nightly 7:00 & 9:20
Matinee Saturday-Sunday 2:00 & 4:15

Sinister Allteeth Munster
harbored an emotion at Friday night's Stupid Senate
meeting when he rejected
three propositions from
members of Clemmons'
Ladies of the Evening Club.
He also rescinded three
resolutions at the Senate's
March 2 meeting.
One of the resolutions,
"Allocation of Society of
Engineering New Sexual
Positions Funds," stated
that the $5.46 from this society, a club which was deorgasmized last semester,
would be put into the Stupid
Goober's account.
Another of the resolutions,

"Emergency Funding for the
Department of Stupid Sexual
Services," stated that $2.26
from the Calhoun Illiterate
Society, which plagiarized
last semester and again this
semester, would be placed in
the Department of Stupid
Sexual Services' account.
Rollover Right from the
Extracurricular Sexual Affairs Committee presented a
resolution, "Mid-term Reports," which stated that
"mid-term numbers of
students' sexual encounters
[will] be mailed home only to
the parents of freshmen and
sophomores."
Senate Jerk Trymy
Hullihips made an amendment which would send the

grade reports to Bat Axley,
and the amendment passed.
In other stupid Senate matters, because the members
love playing pretend-politics
(whoops, that was another
opinion,
wasn't
it?),
Hullihips, as chairman of the
Drug Trafficking Committee,
rescinded a resolution prohibiting drug booths on
Bowman Field. He bribed
everyone, so that it would not
be passed.
The Senate ended its
meeting by paying traditional homage to John
Jenrette's life-size picture
hanging in the Senate
Chambers. (Allteeth sneaks it
home for daily worship, and
brings it back each week.)
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Student body elects plucking idiot
When I he Buzzard urged students to vote platfoi m and nol person, they didn't know
whal they were getting the student bod> into Instead ol electing a studenl, the student
.
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Mark Wilson who was the early favorite, threatened to bring an appeal beforei the
Supreme courl
he could zeros his Anatomy LOJ lab manual on the student
ei nment copiei
.
,.
, ,,
McElpahanl Chip, who was busy attempting to swim the entire distance ol the
reflection pond, refused to comment,» aying he found the whole thing nol worth a smile
Opie Chatters, who failed to garnei three
fired hei six man campaign team
before muttering something aboul joining th Peace < torps
'I'hc r.u/./;i.«l ;.|»nl..r,i/,"

VVV'II liptor next lime,
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Coed becomes advertising brand mark
Whoever would have ever
thought that a Clemson coed
would become America's
Solarflex Man! Harry
Chester, a sunbathing major
with a minor in bodybuilding, began "working
out" about five years ago.
Chest, as he is so appropriately called by friends,
said in an exclusive interview, "Being a sunbathing
major, my busiest semester
is in the spring, although I
lift all year round." In the
photo taken last spring, we
see Chest studying intensely
for final exams.
Upon graduation this
May, Chest plans to sunbathe on some of the world's
most exotic beaches. Says
Chest, "If I maintain my
3.75 gpr by getting an A in
Sunbathing 440, I will probably be allowed to grace
some of Europe's famous
nude beaches. I can hardly
wait to toast my buns!"
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Did you also know
that God so loved
the world that he
waited thousands and
thousands of years
before giving us
Boy George."
-Mossy Corncob,
Ball Axeley's
second speech
writer

Insert your
picture here

|
:

More contests...
Our contest #2—in which we asked you to award the Golden
Axleyism Award to the most abusive combination of two or more
trite expressions—brought us some rather intrigueing nominations. The only problem with the entries was that they all were
uttered by Ball Axley himself. Such phrases as "heavy-handed
wielding of light-weight thought" and "as cold as an iceball in
Hell," prove that he is still the master of the massacred clinch.
Our contest #15 asks for a caption for the above photo.
Special care should be taken to insure that we understand what
he is measuring, the size he thinks it is, and the the size it really
is. Too bad it was Pinnochio's nose that grew when he lied.
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io you wai be featured in The Buzzard, but you are not an incredible
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Your nam student at Clemmons Mooniversity, is just another (your
r) major,! rith a difference. Instead of whiling away the hours at Tig'own Tave College Station, (your name) spends his weekend evemngs
>) his peti ini.
,,..,.
J
'I was jusl ssing around with it one night, when this idea just popped
(your nan rid.
#
Vccordinf our name), the only problem he/she had with this pastime
that it a his/her girlfriend/boyfriend/other jealous because of the
ant of tin she spent with the zucchini.
'We solve s problem by snatching a sculptured cucumber from the
ert bar a ardcomeeasygo or Shitlitter) and inserting it into our
[end fun,' ir girlfriend/boyfriend/other) said. "It worked in so well
what I * >ing, that we had to jump right on it," (your name) said,
've decide nake it a weekend affair. It's also a lot more economical; a
hini will st rm for at least two weeks while the cucumbers go soft after
it two day
.
.
(Your nan d (girlfriend/boyfriend/other's name) are looking into the
ibility of ng their own seeds. Growing their own aids has really
inced theii tionship, they said.
"Getting I ucchini Association recognized as a campus orgyzation is
next goal, ve haven't decided whether to go to Stupid Government or
\thletic D ment for funding,'' (your name) said. "It's hard to tell right
if it is a si >r a hobby. Sometimes you almost have to be a gymnast to
that perfe< >re. That's why we feel it could qualify as a spurt," (your
friend/boy 1/other) said.
I.I_V..T«
Bothagre at things get sticky at times, but the trouble is worth it. it
really tak< )ad off of me since I found this pastime," (your name) said

Students were surprised to find new housing on campus to be, how they
say, a bit outdoorsy. The housing office in order to meet a three-fold increase in
the number of students desiring on campus housing, took a bold step in student
housing by building the first ever open air domitory.
The dorm, known affectionately as the Stair, was built over the lower deck
of the stadium, a move the director of housing, Almight Beater calls "the best
use of University land since Johnstone Hall was built."
Critics of the new dorm question the design, since there is no roof. The
residents find that the least of their worries. It seems that although this is a
male only dorm, the architect who designed the deck, allowed for women's
bathrooms only.
,
"I don't know what we're suppose to do," said one disgruntled renter. 1 m
paying good money for this dorm, and it appears the administrators are content to leave us hanging over the edge."
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Fifty years
of Vulture Club
'Value by Players'
****

by Jess A. Bell

With the release of its latest album,
Vulture Club is proving to the world
that a 50-year-old band is still capable
of producing money-making songs.
And why not? After all, they possess
one of the most talented, and some
will say prettiest, lead singers of any
group today.
It all started for the band in 1934,
when Support Dike brought together
anyone he could get to pay him $10 a
year. From there, he upped the
membership fees of his club to $30 a
year, hoping for a little culture. Hence
the name, and a beginning.
However, the group did not gain
public attention until it streamlined
itself to its present grouping, that of
111 Lister, Fanny Cadillac, Ball Axley,
and of course, Boy Bill (Bill
McTellum-different). That was in
1971, and it seems there is no stopping this avant-garde group.
Part of the allure of the group is
Boy Bill's strange attire. He says it
was born out of an athletic spirit, a
need to be a forerunner.
"I've always thought clothes made
the man," said Boy Bill in a recent interview. "If I didn't dress this way,
people would think I was like all the
rest. And we know that's not true,
don't we."
However, his critics say his look
doesn't come from good taste, but a
desire to shock people, to catch them
off-gurd. In fact, his look changed
dramatically after his suspension
from a popular night spot, following
what was reportedly an attempt to
purchase a waiter.
The Club, called Death Valley, has
been the scene of many open displays
of aggression, but none as controversial as the one Boy Bill encountered in
1982. At first Boy denied everything,
but he later admitted to a slight indescretion.
"Yes, I guess I am buy—I see a
player, and I have to buy him. It's an
12: The Buzzard, March 16, 1984

obsession. Some like young girls, I
like players.
The group weathered the incident,
Boy Bill won the Clemmons Mooniversity Homecoming Queen, and the
group released its newest album,
"Value by Players" with advanced
sales of over 500,000.
"The concept of the album is that
life is a game. Only a few can win.
We're winners."

The first song, "Search for a Dozen
Signees" made it to number five on
the charts, before it fell to Bostob Collage, a small group out of new
England.
However, with the release of the
second single "Kharma Karmen
Ghia," the group established itself as
the group to be reckoned with. In
fact, Slob Burt Killer's super-hit,
"Cheat It," was no match for Vulture

No Change

lips

PUSH!
THE DOOR SWINGS OPEN
THE CRACKERS TUMBLE,
TUMBLE, TUMBLE.
THEY STOP AT HE
BOTTOM-NO CHANGE.

Club.
"Clemmons will eventually learn
that I am the queen. Until they do, all
they can hope for is a second-rate
school of thought," said the Boy.
But it's not all a bed of roses for
Boy and his boys. He's still on probation by the Association of Carmen
Clubs, the group responsible for area
clubs. Until they lift their ban, the
group is not allowed to win awards,

REFRESHING BUT
NOT TOO COOL.
GOURMENT LIPSHOT RED ...
OR IS IT PINK?

not even the coveted Buzzard.
"The only reason Killer won all
those awards is that he roomed with
one of the judges," said Boy.
"Everything he's done is a cover of
someone else's work. There's very little original about him."
Theirs nothing worse than a Boy
scorned.

Springtime

No Exit

Sunshine like warm
orange juice.
Pours over my body.
Springtime.

WHERE IS IT, THE
GRIP OR HANDLE?
I PULL, CLAW, GRASP,
BUT NOTHING COMES
OF IT.
DO NOT EXIT HERE.

The new police recruits
Call them slobs.
Call them jerks.
Call them gross.
Just don't call them
when you're in trouble.
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U.S.News &
World Report
35C a week brings you the news you need to keep up
with what's happening . . .
. . . what's going to affect you, your career, your
future.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.
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What an Institution!
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Money-saving
Student Coupon
□ YES, send me 23 weeks of
U.S.News & World Report for only
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price.
Name
School Name
Address

.Apt.

City/State

-Zip

u.s.News
5 WORLD RePORT

Mail coupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
2400 N St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Listen for the News Blimp, onV.^ilf brought to you
by U.S.News & World Report.

SPORTS

Dike Peppley: two-sided jock
by Snot Funny

Dike Peppley brings the ball upcourt during a recent
men's/women's basketball contest.

Getting the best of both worlds has
been no problem for senior Dike Peppley.
He is the total baffledlete—the only
one in a major Division I school to
play in both men's and women's
spurts.
Dike is used to this lifestyle, for the
Harlot, Other Carolina, native has
always been surrounded by hoards of
women.
"I like to take the initiative," he
said. "And this year, I've had the
chance to come up against some hard
competition."
It might seem that playing both
fields is time consuming, especially
after a season of lootball, but Dike,
being the well-rounded baffledlete
that he is, has no trouble making the
switch—at least not this season.
"I have to be at Bigjohn early to
play for coach Trouble," he said.
"Then I shower and play with the
guys. But after about the middle of
the season, all I have had to do is sit
on the bench for Loster. I guess he
keeps me there for my looks."
This was, however, Dike's last year
as a roundballer, but he hopes to incorporate some of what he has learned
into lootball next year.
In fact, Dike recently presented a
proposition to the Stupid Senate to
have tackle lootball changed to flag
lootball.
But not everyone is so quick to accept Dike's proposition. "I had trouble convincing coach [Fanny]
Cadillac, but since then, Boy Bill at

Payday Baffledletic Litter has talked
to him, so he might change his mind."
Boy Bill plans to stick behind Dike
concerning the proposition, and he
also plans to become an active participant in next" year's lootball season.
According to Dike, lootball teams will
use money as flags, so wherever the
flag is, Boy Bill won't be far behind."
Of course, there will probably be
disputes over distribution of the winnings but, according to Dike, the
proposition states that all proceeds
will go to a new line of cosmetics and
hair-care products that Boy Bill plans
to reveal in the spring.
If the proposition is not passed,
however, Dike may not even play
next year. "I think it would be good
for the morality of the team," he said.
"There's too much beating going on
out there now."
Dike does not fret for the team if he
does quit, because Smurfy pal Antsy
Isready will be there to replace him.
After lootball season next year
—Dike's last—he will have a chance
at one more spurt—chaseball. "I like
chaseball," he said, '"cause I get to
swing both ways."
He had even thought about joining
chaseball's famous Grab Girls, but he
changed his mind after considering
the position. "I like to swing from the
side rather than in the rear," he said.
Dike will be making another change
next year when he moves from the
bulging, animalistic atmosphere of
Maulding Hall to Grope Hall. "I
think I'll feel more comfortably living
over there," he said.

Makeover 'revolting/ termed a success
by Hell On Tricycles
staff writer
The Clemmons Mooniversity
cheerleader, Elizabust Oncles,
came to the beauty destroyers
of Blahsmopolotin to ask for
their help in creating a more
grotesque, discusting, and
repulsive look for her. She
was recently named Clemmons
Mooniversity
HomelyComing Queen.
They didn't know where to
begin; she had such an absolutely, disgustingly falsified
beauty. They first asked her
to sit like a catcher on a little
league baseball team; legs
apart and shoulders slouched
over would make her feel a bit
more homely.
After the initial transfer of
bodily position, it was inevitable that they would,
from then on, find no difficulty
in making her more repulsive.
It was merely a matter of
time and dedicated work.
The smile had to go, according to the destroyers. When
the people from Greem tooth-

paste saw her, they said, "She
has the most 'Proposition
you'-type smile we've ever
seen."
The hair was too plastic; it
had five tons of chemically
reactive elements, and according to the City of Clemmons
Fired Chief, Moans, her entire
head was a fire hazard
(similar to Michael Jaxon).
The headband added an
athletic touch to her overall
appearance. She worked hard
for her money, and it only
seemed fair to show her
devoted attributions to the
physical aspects of the mooniversity.
The personality needed
quite a bit of alteration.
Elizabust asked the beauty
destroyers, after the smile
had been wiped away, to
make her feel as repulsive inside as she looked outside.
They tried desperately to
dissuade her from wanting
this of herself, but she insisted, telling them that her
personality was not part of
her true self anyway.
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They did it, and as a result,
a sort of "Grinch" look
spread across her face.
Elizabust appeared to be
enjoying her new self more
and more with every step. As
she fiddled with her greaseddown locks, she asked the
beauty destroyers to take her
make-up and brush from her
sweaty hand. She no longer
wanted anything to do with
them; she no longer had plans
to look at herself in any mirror. She was truly converting
herself to be a more grotesque
individual. She could hardly
wait for the final touches. As
the hours passed, the grease
began to build up more and
more and, eventually,
Elizabust looked more like
Jennifer Feals in "Splash
Dance."
The end result was a complete success. Elizabust
Oncles never appeared more
repulsive, destroyed, and
completely discusting than
she did after her make-over
by the beauty destroyers of
Blahsmopolotin.

Elizabust Oncles

Aerobics guru
leads practice
by Scoop Sin
staff writer
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The Clemmons Mooniversity
lootball team has begun
spring lootball practice this
week with a new guestassistant coach.
"We've gotten Pichard
Timmons to come in and help
our young people," said headcoach Fanny Cadillac. "We
hope he can get some weight
off all our fat-ass players."
Aerobic practice began for
the players at the Hike Spa
and Fitness Center last week.
"Okay kiddies, let's really
move those legs," said
Timmons in the first session.
"Spread those legs wide and
work it. Can't you feel it?
Oooooohh!"
Timmons really has his
work cut out for him if he expects to do any good. The Tiggers ("We eat a lot for the
money") had seven players on
the 1983 AU-ACC Fat-Ass
team and rumor has it that
the Tiggers worked hard in
the winter to make it even
more next year.
The Tiggers did lose some
quality eaters, however. Half
of the Tiggers' famed "Chews
Brothers" team is gone, but
Billy "R.B. [refrigerated boxcar]" Perry remains to eat on
for the Tiggers. R.B.'s weight
is up to 720 pounds, and he
wonders about the new fit-

ness coach.
"Well, I don't know about
this Timmons fellow," he
said. "I was hoping to get up
to about 800 pounds before
the season started, but Coach
says I need to drop some
weight."
Clemmons has taken drastic measures to try to curtail
R.B.'s eating habits. Only
two grocery trucks a day go
to his house instead of the
usual four.
Cadillac explained the
reason for the team's new
fitness policy.
"All of the other schools in
the conference have gotten
jealous because of our
dominance of the AU-ACC
Fat-Ass team," he said.
"They have threatened to
give us 23 more years of probation unless we quit
dominating the team."
"We hope Timmons can
help us in our effort,'' he said
Thus far Timmons is pleased
with the progress. "All of the
boys are really looking good,
he said. "If we can keep working together, I think Clemmons can really have a lean
and tight team."
Timmons has also been
pleased with the dividends
from his new job.
"These IP AY checks are
really big, aren't they?" he
said.
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• Challenge & Advancement
• Free Medical & Dental Care
•Advanced Education & Training
•30 Days Vacation with Pay Each Year

9A-3P
AT THE CLEMSON HOUSE
Call

656-3254

For an appointment today
or visit the Air Force
Recruiting Office
ROTC office
on campus,
Sgt Ben Hay den

1 VULTURE CLUB
Value by Players-IPAY

2 LOOTBALL
Drive My Car-IPAY

3 BOY BILL
I'm the Man-IPAY

4 ILL LOSTER
The Pretender—IP AY

5 FANNIE DRIBBLE
Girls Play Too-IPAY
(Sometimes)

6 DIKE PEPPLEY
Two Ways About It—IPAY

7 BAT AXLEY
Room to Exercise—Taxpayer

8 BALL AXLEY
Doubletalk—Backpocket

9 JOYOUS SMUT
Babymaker—Rocky

10 PLANET DARNETTE
What a Party!—Roundoff

11BAREEASY
TASSLE
SHAVENS
New Name, Old OfficeWedding

12 KEEN COD
I Want a New Heart—Bypass

13 QUIRK BRAG
I Have No Problem—Student
Strife

Safe Driving and Clever Thinking Can
Earn You Thousands!
arrival at Stroh's Spring Break Welcome
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Here's a contest where everyone
Center in Daytona Beach. SOOJucky
special
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Succeed
who enters wins! STROH'S ULTIMATE
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SPRING BREAK ROAD TRIP™ is open
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album by artists like
Spring Break Survival Kit full of
, and it's FREE. To enter,
Dean Ray, The Fixx,
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Night Ranger, Real
coupons. This prize will be awarded
', form below.
Life, Chameleons U.K.,
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Tony Carey and Joe
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and S.A.R. Records.
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BREAK
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mystery and we'll hand you
ROAD TRIP". Please mail me my Entry Kit.
Goodyear!* Drive smart,
$5,000.00.
have your car in the best
possible condition before a Name
long trip.
i Address

M

ADMIT TWO

*****************

HARD TO HOLD

*****************
A NEW MOVIE STARRING

RICK SPRINGFIELD
From
UNIVERSAL PICTURES

1

School
Mall this form to:
Strati's Ultimate Spring Break Road Trip
727 Pann Avenue
Suite 220
Pittsburgh. PA 15221

Enter Stroh's ULTIMATE
SPRING BREAK ROAD
TRIP" Today.
See You on the Beach!

■ No purch.,. necessary Vou mua, lirs. c.,1 lo, .„ appointment O.l.r induces „p tol5 Quart, o. regular grade motor oi, and labor. Doe. no, include the replacement o. oil Mr.
Dll.r only available at participating outlets. This Goodyear oiler expires March 31. 1904.

Attention Students Traveling by Bus. You are Welcome to Enter!

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Sales
Summer Sales Position. Average
earnings $2700. Sell yellow page
advertising for Clemmons, Furman,
and UNC-Charlotte Campus Telephone Directories. Spend 4 weeks in
Clemmons, 2 weeks in Greenville, and
4 weeks in Charlotte. Car necessary.
No summer school students. Lodging
and one meal per day provided while
in Greenville and Charlotte. Qualified
students should call University
Directories, 1-800-334-4436, for more
information by March 31. Ask for
Barbara Nieukirk.

Clubs
Have you replaced sex with dancing as we have? Join us. No commitment involved. Go see the Frustrated
Young Dancers of Clemmons at 109
College Ave.
On March 31, APO's pledge class
will sponsor a short shorts contest.
Prizes will be donated by W. J.
Brea's, Western Sizzlin, and Pendleton Rd. Sprints. So work on those
tans and strut your stuff on the 31st.

Society of Satan-seekers
meeting will be held on June 6.
All those interested in more
information go to Helen
Waite.
Gay National Contact Club,
M&F, low rates. SASE to:
NGCC, Box 28781, San Jose,
Ca. 95159. Confidential!

PfctiPdy Shoes©
Slip into our new
spring trend
setting styles
for women.

The Society for the Advancement of Sadomasc
ohism will have its weekly
meeting in the dungeon of
Strohs Tower. Members and
guests should bring their own
whips and chains.
The Clemmons Rugby Club
will conduct a blood drive this
Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.
on the rugby field against
Georgia.
The Society for Microintelligence is selling stupid
T-shirts. If any fool is interested, call Scott at 2222.
■ Sheer-tothe-waist
pantyhose
3 pairs for $2

123 Bypass • Clemson

The Sado-masochist division of the Pixie Crash Divers
will have their weekly new
member drive on the runway
at the Ophony Airport.
Anyone interested in buying
slightly used crash diving
equipment may also attend.

Sato prices good thru Sun. MasterCard or Visa. Open evenings and open Sun. 1-6pm.

Bumperstickers

Matching clutches...$6

Earn Over $900 A Month
While Still In School.
Juniors! Seniors! If you're a math, engineering or physical sciences major,
you might qualify to get a check for
more than $900 every month.
It's part of the Navy's Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program. And the nearly
$22,000 you can earn while
still in school is just the
start.
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When you successfully
complete your studies and
become a Naval officer, you
receive an additional $6,000
bonus. On top of that you receive a year of graduate-level training you can't
get anywhere else at any price.
As an officer in today's Nuclear Navy you have a career advantage no civilian
job can offer. The Navy operates over half the nuclear reactors in America.
The early responsibility and unequalled experience you get as a member of
the nuclear propulsion officer team place you among the nation's most
respected professionals in one of the world's fastest growing fields.
In addition to the professional advantages, as a nuclear-trained officer, after
four years with regular promotions and pay increases you can be earning as
much as $37,400. That's in addition to a full benefits package.
Find out more about the unique and rewarding Nuciear Propulsion Officer
Candidate Program. Call or write the Naval Management Programs Office:
Call: 1-800-922-2135. Write: P.O. Box 2711, Columbia, S.C. 29202.
Or see your Navy Representative on campus on March 27, 28 or 29.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Government jobs. $16,559$50,553 per year. Now hiring.
Your area. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext. R-3405.
Exciting summer jobs for
college students or faculty as
counselor/instructors in tennis, water ski, crafts, kayak,
canoe, riflery, rock-climbing,
etc. Includes good salary,
food, lodging and a fun and
rewarding experience. Reply
immediately to The Summit
Camps, Box 100, Cedar
Mountain, NC 28718 or call
1-704-884-5388.

Personnals
Bondage, Discipline, Pain.
Do these words describe your interests in a mutually caring
and supportive relationship?
If so call LOVE SLAVES at
656-BEAT.
Why take a good book to
bed when you can have the
writer? For a stimulating
literary experience see Frank
at 109 College Ave.

East head, Rosa, and all
those with "Moosestaches"
congrats on pulling off a great
lush party. Herbs.
Thumper, that hurt! Don't
push so hard next time! Love,
Bruises.
Perhaps there is no subAttract the opposite sex! stitute for true love, caring,
"HONK
IF
YOU'RE devotion, and understanding,
HORNY!" High-quality which are important. But
Dura-vinyl bumpersticker: right now I'd settle for mean$2.75/Sex-Sticks, Box 215, ingless sex. How about you?
Moskego, WI 53150.
Anonymous.
Mr. Earl, how're Speedo
and Cousin Jed? Found any
GREEK DAY T-SHIRTS: more tiger paws lately?
"Last year we thought we There's 27 in all! Think of you
were getting a good deal on often. Love, Babashuba.
our T-shirts from that out-ofDear Scott, 70 more days!
town supplier. When we had a
Can
we hold out that long?
problem, that's just where
Are
you ready for another
they were—out of town."
'different
night'? Love you a
Don't let your fraternity be
lot. Kim.
the next horror story we hear
about. Place your T-shirt
Minor celebrity seeks same.
order with Dependa Graphics.
Whimisical
wits needed for
In the heart of the metro
comedy
writing
and performClemmons business district
ing.
See
Rank
at
109 College
(next
door
to
Ave.
Knickerbocker's) 654-4599.
Compact electronic typewriters for rent. By day,
Get the best condoms available
week, month. Words Works.
today! Your choice ol the latest
Japanese brands (thinnest in
654-4599.
the world'), tenured condoms

T-shirts

For sale
Girl Scouts for sale! Call
9871 for information regarding sales. At $1.75 each,
Tunafish and Cherry never
tasted sooooo good No
seconds on Cherry.

Help wanted

lor maximum sexual satisfaction, sarnmer condoms tor a
snugger fit. plus Trojans.
FOOREX. more! Choose trom
17 brands ol condoms, including natural membrane, taxtured and colored Plain
attract™ package assures privacy Service is last and
guaranteed Free Brochure desenbes al the features and
the differences between the brands. Sampler of 22 condoms and brochure. $5 Money-back ii not dehorned
DKT International, Oept XRO-4
212 Frith Ave . Suite 412
New York. NY 10010
r your money-back
guarantee:
$5 00
U XOST Condom Sampler

C*y.

Help wanted: Carnollo's
needs another delivery boy to
deliver pizzas after midnight.
Must have stamina to withstand multiple rapes.
Wanted: Creative, energetic
individual to work consistently
2-4 hours per week, placing
and filling poster on campus.
Earn $500 or more each
school year. 1-800-243-6679.

z*.

Pee Wee Herman fans!
^ejfc
m
"*
Mf »i

(Style

T-SHIRTS: NEW OESION
(Style'B'st left) or original
4-color silkscreen (Style
"A" below) S-M-L-XL. $9
each plus S1 postage
PLEASE SPECIFY SIZE »
STYLE
Cool
Official
Pee-Wee
Herman Fan Club; $5 plus
SO*
handling,
includes
photo, newsletter, wallet
card Check/M O:
Pee-Wee Herman Prod.
Box 48243
7610 Beverly Blvd .
Dept RS
Los Angeles. CA 90048
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Swell guy Spurgell making his pledge to Jerry and the kids.

by Jess A. Bell
staff writer
On Jan. 25 I lost a very dear friend. My friend had a great impact
on my life. His name was Spurgell and he was much more than a
friend, he was my pet.
Spurgell was not an ordinary pet. He wasn't a snake, he wasn't a
monkey—Spurgell was my pet sperm.
Spurgell was the best damned sperm I ever had. He made me
understand what life is really about. No, don't think our relationship
was pure sex because Spurgell was made of wax, and when wax gets
hot it melts and it takes weeks to get out of your sheets (so I am told).
On any give occasion, I could be seen sporting my sperm. We
went out for dinner, we went to classes, and we were the best of
friends. Spurgell even shared his philosophy of life with me. He said
"Jess A. Bell, you can never go back where you came from; if you do,
you'll be all dried up."
I know it's hard to believe that a person could become so attached to a sperm. I guess you would have had to know Spurgell.
My pet sperm was killed in a car accident by a drunk. I feel like
the whole thing is my fault, mainly because it was. One night I was in
a drunken stupor and I left Spurgell in my car. I later ran to my car
with my heart beating in fear.
There in the seat was my sperm. The only thing that was left of
him was the very end of his tail and his huge head. The sun had
melted away a special friendship.
So every day I think of the sperm I once had and his motto:
"There is no mountain too high, no stream too wide, and no valley too
deep."
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Credit

Clothes

Dancing

Apartment

New credit card! Nobody
refused! Also VISA/Mastercard. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext. C-3405.

A sun-soaked ocean breeze
blowing through your shorts
can feel wonderful. Colorful,
exotic, bermudas from
Kisevalter's Clothing Co. can
take a little blowing.
Let's face it. The Florida
romance you're planning will
be over in two weeks. But your
marvellous new clothes from
Kisevalter's will help

Dancing Aerobics of Clemmons Mooniversity WhyMCA will have classes Monday and Wednesday 9:3010:30 a.m. and 5-6 p.m.; Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
5-6 p.m.; and Tuesday and
Thursday 6-7 p.m. For more
information call the Why at
654-2361.

Apartments for rent. One
2-bedroom unfurnished apartment for $230 a month and
several two bedroom furnished
apartments for $300 per
month. Walking distance
from Clemmons Movie house
and Chainelo's. Call 654-1719
during the day only.

Lonely
I've been very lonely but
I'm ready to start a relationship with anyone who will
answer this ad. Anonymous.

The Most Sophisticated Training Ground
For Nuclear Engineering
Isn't On The Ground.
get them fast. Because
It's on a Navy ship.
in the Navy, as your
The Navy has
knowledge grows, so do
more than 1,900
your responsibilities.
reactor-years of nuclear
Today's Nuclear
power experience —
Navy
is one of the most
more than anyone else
challenging and rewardin America. The Navy
ing career choices a
has the most sophistiman can make. And
cated nuclear equipthat choice can pay off
ment in the world. And
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear while you're still in school. Qualified
juniors and seniors earn approximately
reactors in America.
With a nuclear program like that, you $1,000 per month while they finish school.
As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4
know the Navy also offers the most compreyears
with regular promotions and pay
hensive and sophisticated nuclear training.
increases, you can be earning as much as
Every officer in the Nuclear Navy
$40,500. That's on top of a full benefits packcompletes a full year of graduate level
technical training. Outside the Navy, this age that includes medical and dental care,
kind of program would cost you thousands,
and 30 days' vacation earned each year.
In the Navy, you're paid while you learn.
As a nuclear-trained officer, you also
Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you earn a place among this nation's most
supervise highly trained personnel in the qualified and respected professionals. So,
if you're majoring in
operation of the most
math, engineering or
advanced nuclear
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
W 345
INFORMATION CENTER
the physical sciences,
propulsion plants
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
send in the coupon.
ever developed. You
D Please send me more information about
becoming
an
officer
in
the
Nuclear
Navy.
<0N)
Find out more about
get a level of technical
the most sophistiand management
(Please Print)
Addn
Apt. #.
cated training ground
experience unequalled
_Zip_
. State _
Citv.
for nuclear engineeranywhere else.
Age.
_tCollege/University_
ing. Today's Nuclear
You get important
»GPA.
Navy.
responsibilities and you tYear in College.
AMajor/Minor

Phone.
(Area Code!
Best Time to Call
This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to furnish anv of the information requested. Of course, the more we
know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy positions for which you qualify.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

HE'S HOT.
HE'S SEXY.
AND
HE'S
DEAD.
NOW! HERE! QUCK!
Snappy. full-color BILL THE,
CAT T-shirts freshly
smuggled in from Mexico1
Specify S-M-L-XU $8.95
plus $1 postogel Send
check or money order* Al
proceeds go to the Bi
the Cat Memorial Halitosis
CUrtc! AcM
Guy Glenn Graphics
PO ftox 33192
Austin, Texas 76764

IN THE SWI
Though it might be a tad premature to haul out your bikini
or your trunks, it's not too early to rent a Riverbank Commons
condominium with its poolside amenities.
After all, what's next in importance to getting a good
education? Getting a good tan, of course.
The swimming pool, we hasten to add, is just one of the
extras you get if you move into a Riverbank Commons condo. Each
1- or 2-bedroom unit comes fully furnished. Parking is convenient,

and a shuttle service runs to and from campus on a regular schedule
To really appreciate the Riverbank Commons lifestyle,
you need to see it for yourself. Call our
sales center at 300 Elm Street for an
appointment or just stop by. Rent is $150
per month per student so what's stopping
you? Call today and make a big splash
with your friends. (803) 654-9876.
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